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I. INTRODUCTION 
The use of a complete family of solutions to solve boundary value and initial- 
boundary value problems in partial differential equations dates back to the 
time of Fourier. In recent years there has been a renewed interest in this approach 
due to the development of the theory of integral operators and their use in 
constructing complete familics of solutions to partial differential equations 
with analytic (or possibly meromorphic) coefficients (cf. [l, 4, 9, 12, 201). 
However, in the case of parabolic equations this development has been mainly 
restricted to parabolic equations in one and two space variables with analytic 
coefficients. In particular the area of parabolic equations in 11 > 3 space 
variables and parabolic equations with singular coefficients is largely uncharted 
territory. In this paper we will begin to investigate the problem of constructing 
a complete family of solutions for parabolic equations in tt 3 3 space variables 
by considering the simplest case of the heat equation in n space variables and 
a certain class of parabolic equations in n space variables with singular coef- 
ficients. Our results are based on some recent developments in the analytic 
theory of parabolic equations (cf. [4, 16-18-j) and it is to be hoped that the 
analysis in this paper will indicate the way toward developing a more general 
theory for parabolic equations in n > 3 space variables with variable coef- 
ficients. 
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II. THE HEAT J~QUATION 
Let D be a bounded, simply connected domain in Euclidean n space R” 
with 2D in class C2’m2 where i = 1 + [(n/4) -I- 11, T is a positive constant, 
x = (x1 ,..., x,J c R”, and u(x, t) E C2(Dx(0, T)) n CO(IT)x[O, 7’j) is a solution of 
the heat equation 
A P -- ut > 
A,a =_ (iY2,Gk1) + ... -.I- (c?~&,) 
(2.1) 
in Dx(0, T). We are interested in the problem of approximating U(X, t) in the 
maximum norm over &[O, T] by a linear combination of the particular solutions 
of (2.1) defined by 
h,(x, t) - k& I 4 h”&2 > 4 **. 4rl,(Xn > f?> 
m = (ml ,..., m,) E N”, (2.2) 
where 
rP:21 
h,(x, 1) = c (.rp-‘w,!(p - ZK)!k!) 
b-=0 
(3.3) 
are the so called heat polynomials introduced by Rosenbloom and Widder 
in [15]. This problem has already been solved in the case when rz -= 1 and 
n = 2 in [6, 7j. However, in these papers the proofs depended strongly on 
the dimension rz, and do not generalize immediately to the general case now 
under consideration. In this section we wili solve the above mentioned approxi- 
mation problem for general tl by the use of known regularity results for solutions 
to parabolic equations together with a new class of integral operators for parabolic 
equations constructed by Rundcll and Stecher in [16]. We note that without 
loss of generality we can assume that u(x, 0) = 0. This follows from the fact 
that by the maximum principle for (2.1) and the Weierstrass approximation 
thcorcm we can approximate u(x, t) in the maximum norm over Dx[O, T] by a 
solution u,(x, t) of (2.1) such that UJX, 0) is a polynomial. From the definition 
of h,,(x, f) it is seen that there exist constants a,,, and an integer B/I such that 
%(X, 0) = x %An(x, O), 
In1’g.f (2.4) 
1 m 1 = m, -I **a .t- m, . 
‘To approximate u(x, t) by a linear combination of the h,,,(x, t) it thcreforc 
suffices to approximate 
(2.5) 
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whcrc u~(x, 0) = 0. Hence without loss of generality WC can assume u(x, 0) = 0 
to begin with. 
LEhihqA 2.1. Let u(x, 0) = 0 and E > 0. Then there exists a bounded simply 
connected omain D, 3 D, with %D, in class Pi-’ * with i = I + [(n/4) + 11, and 
asolution uO(x, t) E C’(D,r( - 1, T)) n C”(D,w[---1, 2’1) ofEq. (2.1) in D,x(-I, 7’) 
such that 
max 1 u(x, t) - llo(x, t)l < E. 
Bx[O,Tl 
PYOO~. We first extend u(x, t) to Dx[ --I, T] by constructing a solution 
u,(x, t) E P(Dx( - 1, 7’)) n CO(Dx[ - I, I”]) of Eq. (2.1) such that 
UI(X, t)= qx, t) for x r:aD, t > 0 
= 0 for x E alI, t < 0, (2.7) 
u,(x, -1) = 0. (2.7) 
The existence of z+(x, t) follows from the results of [14]. Note that from the 
maximum principle for the heat equation we have ul(x, t) = u(x, t) for (x, t) E 
Li.r[O, ‘r’] and ul(x, t) = 0 for (x, t) E &[ -1, 01. Kow let 60, be the surface 
obtained from i3L) by moving ZD a distance d > 0 in the direction of the outer 
normal, where d is small enough such that aD, is not self-intersecting. Let I), 
be the region bounded by Zl), . For x’ E aD, define f(x’, t) by f(x’, t) = 
u~(x, t) where x is the point on aD associated with x’ E %D, under the above 
deformation, and Ict u*(x, t) E C2(D,x( - 1, T)) n CO(D,x[ - 1, T]) be the solution 
of equation (2.1) in D,x( .- 1, T) satisfying the initial-boundary data 
4x’, t) = f(x’, q> 
u2k -1) = 0. 
x’ c aD, ; (2.8) 
(2.9) 
From the Weierstrass approximation theorem, the maximum principle for the 
heat equation, and the existence theorem for the heat equation (cf. [14]) we 
can construct a solution uo(x, t) E C2(1),x( -1, I”)) n CO(D,x[ - 1, T]) of Eq. (2.1) 
such that u,(x, t) has analytic boundary data on 8D,.r[--1, T] and 
(2.10) 
for l 1 > 0 arbitrarily small. From [8, pp. 14&141], WC can conclude that 
there exists a positive constant C which is independent of d for d < d0 such that 
I Vpo(x, t>l < c (2.11) 
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for (x, ‘) E ir,.X[ -- 1 $ 6, I’], 6 > 0 arbitrarily small. In particular the constant C 
depends only on 6, do, the boundary data of u,,(x, r), and D. Hence from the 
mean value theorem, for t E [-1 $ 6, T] 
I uo(x’, t) - q,(x, t)l d Cd, (2.12) 
and from Eq. (2.10) and the triangle inequality 
: 2$(x’, t) - u&x, t)i < hl -+ Cd (2.13) 
for t E [ - 1 ; 6, T]. Hut r+(x), 1) = u,(x, t) and hence 
1 uI(x, t) - u&x, t); < cl -:- Cd (2.14) 
for x E 611, t c [ -- 1 .I 6, ‘I’]. We now note that from the maximum principle 
EI~(X, 1) = 0 for (x, t) E &x[- 1, 01, and hence Eqs. (2.10) and (2.14) imply 
max 1 u,(x, t) - zlO(x, t)! << <I -‘- Cd, 
h[O .‘17 
(2.15) 
again by the maximum principle. Since d can be made arbitrarily small and C 
is independent of d for d < d,, , the lemma now follows (recalling that u,(x, f) -= 
u(x, t) for (x, t) E Dx[O, T]). 
Remark. ‘I’he approach used to construct the domain II, in the above 
lemma is due to Week [19]. 
LEhIMA 2.2. Let u(x, 0) = 0 and l > 0. Then there exists a solution u,(x, t) 
of Eq. (2. I ) which is an entire function of its independent complex variables such that 
h3$o~q I 4% t) - +(X7 t)i i E. 
Proof. JVc consider the function u,,(x, t) constructed in Lemma 2.1. Ry 
construction riO(x, t) is a polynomial in t for x E bD, , i.e., 
uo(x, t) = 5 &(x) t”; (x, t) E ED,x[ -- 1, T], (2.16) 
k-0 
where the $Jx) are analytic functions defined on SD, . We now look for a 
solution w(x, t) E C?(D,,a( -- 1, 7’)) n C”(ii, n [- 1, ‘I’]) of Eq. (2.1) in the form 
such that 
20(x, t) -: 5 w,:(x) t”’ 
k=O 
(2.17) 
w(x, t) = uo(x, t) for (x, t) E ED,+ 1, ‘I’]. 
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Substituting Eq. (2.17) into Eq. (2.1) and using Eq. (2.16) shows that 
A,wko -. 0, XED,; 
Wk,b) = 4k&Xh x E BD,; 
A,wk = (k i- I)w~:.,~, x E I),; 
44 = hew XESD,, 
(2.18a) 
(2.18b) 
for h = 0, l,..., k, - 1. The existence of functions wk E C(I),) n P(L),) 
satisfying Eq. (2.18) follows from the analyticity of #k(x), the regularity of 
ZD,, and the existence of solutions to the Dirichlet problem for the Poisson 
equation (cf. [14]). Hence w(x, t) as defined by Eq. (2.17) exists. Now wk(x) 
is a solution of 
A?-““w, = 0 (2.19) 
for Is -. 0, l,..., k, , x E D, , and hence from an easy generalization of a result 
in [2, pp. 229-2301 WC have 
Lo-k-I 1 
WI; c +j- “hi(x), (2.20) ,=I 
where r -: 1 x I and the h,(x) are harmonic functions in D, . From the Kunge 
approximation property for elliptic equations [ 131 and the analyticity of harmonic 
functions, we have that each function h,(x), j = I,..., k, - k -1’ 1, can be 
approximated in the maximum norm on compact subsets of JI, by a finite 
linear combination of harmonic polynomials. From Eqs. (2.17) and (2.20) 
WC can now conclude that there exists a solution c,,(x, t) of Eq. (2.1) that is 
an entire function of its independent complex variables such that 
max 
bx[ -I .?-I 
1 w(x, t) - 21,(x, t)l < e (2.21) 
for e > 0 arbitrarily small. 
I\Tow let w ,(x, t) - u&x, t) - w(x, t) and let Aj and 4,(x) be the eigenvalues 
and eigenfunctions, respectively, of the eigenvalue problem 
fLU - Au -- 0, XED,; 
u(x) -= 0, XE~D,. 
(2.22) 
From the expansion theorem [I I] for the above eigenvalue problem and the 
regularity propcrtics of z’t(x, -1) we have that there exists an intcgerj, = j”(e) 
and constants aj , j = 0, I,..., jO, such that for E > 0 we have 
11 v,(x, t) - 2 a,d,(x) e-“‘(‘.+” 11 < c, (2.23) 
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where ij . I/ denotes thcL, norm over a&[- 1, 7J u D, . But from an application 
of Schwarz’s inequality to the representation of solutions to the heat equation 
in terms of the Green’s function, we can conclude from Eq. (2.23) that 
max 
br[O,7’1 
~r(x, t) - 5 ajbj(x) e-‘+‘+‘) 1 i C,E: 
1.71 
(2.24) 
where C, is a positive constant. (This follows from the fact tlrat the kernel 
of the above mentioned representation is continuous for (x, t) restricted to 
compact subsets of D,x[ --- 1, 71.) Applying the Runge approximation property 
to each of the eigenfunctions 4,(x) and approximating each dj(x) by a finite 
linear combination taken from the family (z-~*/~)~~-~)J~~,?)(~_z)- ,Jhjr) S,(8; $)I, 
where k = 0, l,..., J”(T) is Bessel’s function, and S,(B; a) is a spherical harmonic 
now shows that them exists a solution r~a(x, t) of Eq. (2.1) that is an entire 
function of its independent complex variables such that 
y& 1 .q(x, t) - 6$(x, t)l < f (2.25) 
for E ,Y 0 arbitrarily small. If we now set ur(x, t) = V&X, t) + ‘~.a(x, t) it is 
seen from Eqs. (2.21) (2.25), and the triangle inequality that 
may I u~(x, t) - 2(r(x, t)\ < 2~. 
i%[O,T] 
(2.26) 
The function u,,(x, 1) is the same U&X, t) appearing in the statement of Lemma 
2.1, and hence from this lemma, Eq. (2.26), and the triangle inequality we have 
complctcd the proof of Lemma 2.2. 
We arc now in a position to prove the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let u(x, t) E: P(Dx(0, 7’)) n C”(h[O, T]) be n solution of 
Eq. (2.1) in Ds(0, T). Then jor ecery E > 0 there e&s an integer ill and constants 
0 1ml.g 11, ) M, such tlmt 
rn;Lx 11(x, t) - 1 amh,,(x, t) < E, 
WO.Tl Id ! gicf 
uhere the h,,(x, t) are defined in Eqs. (2.2) and (2.3). 
I’rooj. Without loss of generality WC can assume U(X, 0) -: 0 (see the 
discussion before Lemma 2.1). From Lemma 2.2 it suffices to approximate 
X,(X, t) in the maximum norm over &[O, T] vvhcre u,(x, t) is a solution of 
Eq. (2.1) that is an entire function of its independent complex variables. But 
from thr results of [16] we can write u,(x, t) in the form 
q(x. t) = h(x, t) + & f,,-,,_, J”l u’L-lG(y, 1 - u2, 7- 1) qxg, 7) dfJ d;-Y 
(2.27) 
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where 6 > 0 is arbitrary, h(x, t) is an entire function of its independent complex 
variables such that A,$ = 0 for each fixed t, and 
G(r, I, 1) =.- (?/2t?) exp(&2/41). (2.28) 
Let Q be a sphere in R* such that f2 1 D and let {h,(x)} denote the set of harmonic 
polynomials. Then from the Runge approximation property for elliptic equations 
we can approximate h(x, t) on Q x (t: 1 t : < T + S} by a finite sum of the 
form 
(2.29) 
where the aj,, j = 0, I,..., jO, k = 0, l,..., k, , are constants, and hence from 
Eq. (2.27) we have that for every E > 0 there exist integersj, and A,, and constants 
4ik such that 
(2.30) 
where the ujk(x, 2) are polynomial solutions of Eq. (2.1) defined by 
Ujrc(X, 1) - h,(X) 1” ‘- ~ ~,,_,, 6 J’,l u~-‘G(Y, 1 - u2, 7 - t) hj(Xa2) TV do dr. 
, - (2.31) 
Since the ujk(x, t) are polynomials in s1 ,..., x,, and t, there exist an integer M 
and constants b, = b,(j, A), ! m 1 < AZ, such that 
From the uniqueness theorem for Cauchy’s problem for the heat equation 
and the uniqueness of analytic continuation we have that 
Ujk(X? f, = 2 b*km(x9 f, (2.33) 
IWQJ 
for all x and t, and the conclusion of the theorem now follows from Eqs. (2.30) 
and (2.33). 
III. THE GENERALIZED HEAT EQUATIOX 
In this section we give a short discussion as to how the results of Section II 
can be extended to solutions of the equation 
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which is known as the generalized heat equation. A deeper discussion of the 
initial-boundary value problem for the gcncralizcd heat equation and the 
corresponding solutions probably would make it possible to get sharper results 
than given here, but we think that such a discussion would go beyond the 
scope of this paper. 
By D we denote a bounded domain in FPr1 (coordinates x0, x, ,..., x,) 
with the properties (i) D is symmetric with respect to the hyperplane x0 :-. 0, 
(ii) for every point (soI x1 ,..., x,J E D and every (Y E [0, 1] the point 
(“0 > x‘l I..., x,) is in D. The set of all classical solutions of L,u r 0 in Dr(0, 2’) 
is denoted by 5 A k , and finally WC‘ will USC the shorter notations (x,, , x) for 
(x0 , x r ,... ‘, .r,) and (x,, , x, 1) for (x0 , .r* ,...) .r, ( 9 
LEMMA 3.1. For ecery (0, x1) E D and every u E S, (k $ 1) there is a neigh- 
borhood l*: c D of (0, xl) and a solution w of L,-,w : 0 in (:x(0, T) such that 
w+o(xo ) x, t) ::: .r,u(x, , x, t) for (x0 , x, t) c- Ux(0, T). (3.2) 
Proof Let E > 0 and 6 > 0 be small enough such that (x0: 1 x,, ] < 6)x 
(x: x - x’ i < 6) C D. Let 4 be a solution of 
Aqqx, t> - $f(X, t) -(2k - I) u(0, x, t) (3.3) 
for (x, t) c {x: : x - x1 < S> x(0, T) whcrc 
Then the function u: defined by 
(3.4) 
4%, x, t) -I- 4(x, t) + r fu(f, x, t) df 
obviously fulfills (3.2) if WC take E = (x0: I .r, 1 < c) x(x: ’ x - ~1 1 < 6). 
But it also is a solution of II,,: rw = 0 since 
and 
(2k - 1) zf(X” ) x, 1) t X”Q.E’” , x, t) -I- .[‘” f(Au - u,)(f, x, t) df 
--(2h-- l)u(O,x,t) 
which implies Lk.,w = 0 if 4 is a solution of (3.2). 
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LEMMA 3.2. For k = 1, 2, 3,.. . all functions II E Sk are infinitely dif/erentiable 
in Dx(0, T). 
Proof. It is clear that II E S, is infinitely differentiable at all points (x,, , x, t) E 
Dx(0, T) with x0 f 0. Now first let k :.. 1 and (0, x, t) E D.r(O, 7’). Then 
according to Lemma 3.1 we have a neighborhood G: C D of (0, x) and a solution 
w of L,,w = 0 in Ux(0, T) such that (3.2) holds. On the other hand it can be 
verified directly that 
u(.q, , x, t) == s,’ v(x,&, x, t) d[ (3.5) 
with v(x,, , x, t) = u(x,, , x, t) + .v~u,~(.v,, , x, t). Therefore w,OzO = z, in C!x(O, ‘7’) 
and since Low :.: 0 in Ux(0, I”), w, and hence ZJ, is infinitely differentiable 
in Ux(0, T). From (3.5) it follows that u is infinitely differentiable in U.r(O, T). 
For k = 2, 3,... the assertion of Lemma 3.2 now follows by induction: If 
every w E Sk is infinitely differentiable then also all u E Sk,., are infinitely 
differentiable because the representation (3.2) implies that 
u(q, , x, t) -= x~~w~~(s~, g, t) = (1:2k)(z+, , x, t) - f %,&” , x, 4) 
*A, 
in a neighborhood of a point of the singular plane. 
LEMMA 3.3. For every u E S, even with respect to x0 (k = 1, 2, 3,...) there 
is a v E S, such that 
u(s” , x, t) = 1’ v(s,,S, x, t)(l - t2)k-1 d[ (3.6) 
‘IJ 
fm (-% F x, t) E Ds(0, r). 
Proof. Every u E Sk is infinitely ditferentiable and therefore the integral 
equation (3.6) has a (unique) solution z’ in the form 
v F” ) x, t) I- i ( uiSo’(D,‘u)(.X, 3 X, t) 
i=O 
with (Y~ E R and II,, == a/ax,. To prove this we use partial integration to see 
x0’ s “’ (D&)(x& x, t) E’(1 - [‘)1--l dt 
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for i = 1, 2,..., k - I and 
Here the $y,i arc real constants with /3i,z # 0 for i == I, 2,..., k. Putting (3.7) 
into (3.6) we then get an inhomogeneous system of linear equations for the 
coefficients (Y~ which has a triangular matrix with the clcments pl,i in the main 
diagonal. Therefore the coefficients 0~~ are uniquely determined. We now show 
that the solution ‘L’ of the integral equation (3.6) is a solution of the heat equation 
if u E Sk is even with respect to x0. Here we USC partial integration again and 
find (noting that F is also even with respect to .~a) 
Therefore we get 
(L,u)(x, , x, t) 7 o’ (Loc)(xo& x, t)(l - [‘)“-’ dE = 0 
I 
and it follows that L,v :.: 0 for (x,, , x, t) E Dx(0, T). 
If m = (m,, , m, ,..., m,) is a multiindex and A >. 0, we use the notation 
hdxo 7 x, t) = h,,.,,(q, , t) k&l > t) ... h&n > t)v 
where the heat polynomials h,,,(sj , t) (j =- l,..., n) are defined as in (2.3) 
2nd h,n,,,A is a generalized heat polynomial (see [3, IO]) defined hy 
It is easy to see (cf. [5, 71) that 
1‘ 1 h2r(x,,& r)(l - 5*)‘;-’ & -- ~r.rihr.k?, 3 r) 
0 
for certain constants */+,k. 
(3-P) 
THIXHWM 3.1. Let D, C D hate the same properties as D and also: (i) Do 
is simply corrnected; (ii) D, C D; (iii) aD, is c$ rlass C*’ 2 where i :- 1 -‘- 
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Nn + 1)/4) f A]. Let 0 < 6 < T. Then for every c > 0 and for ezery u E Sk 
even with respect to x,, (k 7 1, 2, 3 ,...) there exist ME N and a,,, E R (I m < M), 
such that 
t5,$Ll u(.Q, x9 t) - c a,L,k(~o, x, t) < E. IWSM I 
(3.9) 
Proof. According to 1,emma 3.3 them is a a E S, such that (3.6) holds. 
By Theorem 2.1 for every l > 0 there exist ME N and h, E R such that 
max 
B,x[6,T-61 
+, , x, t) - x hA,(q, , x, 4 -=L E. (3.10) 
!m;<M 
Since v is even with respect to x,, all heat polynomials h,,O appearing in (3.10) 
have even index and applying (3.6) and (3.8) it easily follows that (3.9) holds 
with a,, = bm~n,O.k  
Remark. It can be expected that a result analogous to Theorem 2.1 holds 
for all k > 0 since the methods used in the proofs above require k to be an 
integer only at the point where the integral operator connecting solutions 
of the heat equation and of the generalized heat equation has to bc inverted. 
In the case of arbitrary k > 0 one would have to use regularity results for 
fractional integration operators. 
Xofe added in proof. Professor Fichcra has kindly pointed out to us that a version of 
Lemma 2.2 has been previously proven (using different methods) by E. Magencs in 
Rendiconti de1 Seminario Mafematico della Universitd di Padova. Vol. XXI (1952). .+nother 
quite general version of Lemma 2.2 has been more recently given by 1:. B. Jones in the 
Proceedings of the America Mathematical Society 52 (1975). Our proof of Lemma 2.2 has 
some advantage over the work of the above authors in that it can be easily generalized to 
include certain classes of parabolic equations with variable coefficients (cf. [71). 
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